# allow +-4Da when assigning compound labeling def comp(a,b): noise = 4 return (abs(a-b)<noise) # allow +-15Da when assigning protein peak def compProt(a,b): noise = 15 return (abs(a-b)<noise) # allow +-8Da when assigning (non-compound) protein adducts def compAdd(a,b): noise = 8 return (abs(a-b)<noise)
# each well is processed independetly but requires a reference well in which # there was no compound -typically A01 def assign_sample (unassinged,well,mw_dict,map_dict,top_spec_dict if not ( (a=="adduct1" or a=="adduct2" or a=="adduct3" or a=="adduct4") and (b=="adduct1" or b=="adduct2" or b=="adduct3" or b=="adduct4") ):
n [1]=="adduct4")))):
#do not assign double adducts over a previous assignment if not (((a=="adduct1" or a=="adduct2" or a=="adduct3" or a=="adduct4") and(b=="adduct1" or b=="adduct2" or b=="adduct3" or b=="adduct4") ) and ((n[2] [0]=="adduct1" or n[2][0]=="adduct2" or n[2][0]=="adduct3" or n[2] [0]=="adduct4") or (n[2][1]=="adduct1" or n[2][1]=="adduct2" or n[2] [1]=="adduct3" or n[2][1]=="adduct4"))): 
